
Designed to assure quality standards are met in 
pharmaceutical packaging lines, LIXIS CodePro 
offers reliability and accuracy for 1D and 2D 
barcode inspection. It stands out for its versatility 
for barcode verification as well as for its specially 
designed friendly and easy to use software.

Following LIXIS high quality standards, CodePro 
equipments meets every specific need in 
pharmaceutical industry.

Integration
› Designed for installation on cartoners, leaflet folders, labeling

machines, blistering machines, carton codifiers, and tube fillers 
among others. 

› Wide range of 1D and 2D pharmaceutical barcode verification
such as: PharmaCode, EAN, Datamatrix, , 128 Barcode, 93 Barcode, 
39 Barcode and RSS.

Quality Assurance
› Automatically verifies 100% of the production preventing any

kind of human mistakes.

› Biometric user identification through fingerprint recognition  
  optionally available.

› Designed under cGMP guidelines to assure integration with
pharmaceutical working environment.

› Immediate system recovery to original factory settings by
means of included USB device.

Code Control

Simplicity
› Easy to Use, friendly LIXIS® software interface with on-screen

Help and Interactive Tutorial. Product setup in 4 easy 
self-learning steps. Fast and efficient product setup and load.

› Step by step new product configuration wizard aided by LIXIS
Virtual Assistant® Voice Guide.

› TouchScreen color interface.

Features
› Reliable, fast and accurate 1D and 2D barcode reading.

› Allows connection for up to 4 simultaneous readers.

› Independent industrial controller (PLC) included for system
security watchdog, rejection control and shift register.

› Practically unlimited product storage memory.

› USB Connection allowing reports exportation and products
backup.
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Code Control

Technical Data
Operational Aids:
›  Step by Step new product setup wizard.
›  On-screen system documentation.
›  LIXIS® Virtual Voice Assist Guide.

Hardware:
›  Industrial Processor unit.
›  7" Color TFT LCD with Touchscreen.
›  Industrial PLC included.
›  Fingerprint scanning sensor for biometric user id validation.

Capacity:
›  Up to 4 simultaneous readers.
›  Barcode Scanner / CCD readers.

Reports:
›  Detailed exportable production reports with batch statistics

for subsequent analysis.  

Languages:
›  English, Spanish, Portuguese, German, Russian and French.

Others available under request.

Connectivity:
›  USB connection for production reports exportation.
›  Ethernet connection for remote support.

Software 
›  LIXIS® Software for 1D and 2D barcode verification.

Housing:
›  Stainless Steel housing.
›  Designed under cGMP regulations.

Due to technological evolution, specifications are subject to change without previous notification.
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